
Ok, here are my thoughts about how to implement a cleaner, simpler, more intuitive bw.o front page with wow!

Front page (see mock-up =>)

When people come to a sites front page, they usually have questions like:

what is this
what does it do
how much does it cost
what do I need to have for this to work
what does this look like
where do I get it
who will help me if I have a problem

I believe that a front page needs to address those questions, in a left to right sequence.

Hence ....

Features
Requirements
Sites
Download
Support

Personally I get the idea of Newtons Cradle when I look at this mock-up, and therefore this could perhaps be the front page as a still image.  When I see the image of newton's 
cradle I always 'feel' the movement and 'hear' the sound it makes.  Its 'soothing' and consistent.

I like what it implies – perpetual motion – ie the project always being worked on.  Perhaps the front on idea is the better as this 
also implies 'future' in its perspective.   And taking that further you could 'watermark' the bw logo under the balls like in the image 
below.

If using the side on idea I would probably place the bw logo on the wooden base plate if using the entire image.
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So lets take those ideas further  (each tab is another depth of page structure.)

Features

List page of features
Features in more details
Plugins
Comparison to other CMS

Media releases

Requirements

Basic list of system requirements
Wiki page about platforms

Sites

Wiki page linking to user sites (with screenshot) and also any links on this page to user profile and user blog on bw.o

Download

Single page explaining open source
Links to SF, CVS

Previous versions
Changelogs

Cost / How to contribute
Banners, buttons / promotional items

Support
Page detailing wiki, forums, blogs, article

Wiki
Current version
Previous versions

Forums
Users bw.o blogs
Articles

So thats just a start.  What does anyone think?

I feel that much of the wiki needs to be deprecated.  I also feel that there needs to be some more streamlining between bw.o, sf, and irc for information.

Perhaps to showcase the feature of being able to have different layouts and 'skins' that BW is capable of, the wiki, forums, etc could have a different colour of one chosen layout 
(all in the same tone).

Unfortunately I am an ideas and designs person and do not have the skills to 'whip up' a front page like this, but if the community is ok to go down this track I can spend some 
time in diagramming the downstream pages in more detail, and rearranging things (with full consultation unless you are happy to set me free on my own rampage).


